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PROJECT PROFILE

DURATION: 4 years

GRANT HOLDER: Nireas - International Water Research
Center (Nireas-IWRC), University of Cyprus

CHAIR: Dr Despo Fatta-Kassinos, Nireas-IWRC,
University of Cyprus

VICE-CHAIR: Dr Celia Manaia, Catholic University of
Portugal

15 Cost Countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom

17 COST Countries targeted by the Inclusiveness Policy: Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Estonia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Malta, Montenegro, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey

1 Cooperating State: Israel

6 International Partner Countries (IPC): Australia, Mexico, 
Pakistan, Republic of Korea, Singapore, United States of America

4 Near Neighbour Countries (NNC): Georgia, Jordan, Tunisia, 
Ukraine
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CONSORTIUM: Countries

CONSORTIUM: Type of Organization

NEREUS COST Action ES1403: THE BIGGEST COST
ACTION among 1338 actions that have been launched in
the last years:

 43 Countries

 380 Members (gender balance: 54% / 46% )

 192 Early Career Investigators (ECIs)

 377 Institutions
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BACKGROUND/SCOPE

OBJECTIVES
• To develop a network of scientists from various

disciplines (e.g., microbiology, engineering, chemistry,
agronomy, biology) and experts from regulation bodies.

• To identify the current challenges and develop solutions
for wastewater reuse, taking into consideration public
health and environmental protection.

• To provide best-practice for wastewater reuse in
agriculture/irrigation, increasing public awareness and
know-how for end-users.

• To harmonize methods to assess wastewater quality
regarding contaminants of emerging concern (CECs).

• To compile valid and reliable information to be used in
regulatory frameworks for policy makers.

AIM
To develop a multi-disciplinary network to provide insight into
the concerning challenges related to the wastewater reuse
practices, with regard to public health and environmental
perspectives and how related obstacles can be overcome.



WHAThave we 
done?

WORKING GROUPS

BLUE CIRCLE SOCIETY

The Blue Circle Society is
a network of Early Career
Investigators (ECIs) and
PhD students within the
Action. It serves as the
Think Tank for new ideas.

WG1
Antibiotic resistance
How to explore antibiotic
resistance in our surrounding
water, soil and plants?

WG2
Soil and plants uptake
Can the soil and plants be polluted
by CECs?

WG3
Biological test tools
What biological tools can tell us
about treated wastewater quality?

WG4
Treatment technologies
Can we best remove CECs?

WG5
Risk and regulation
Which are the risks? How
qualitative risk assessment can be
performed? How can we prevent
risks?
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HOWhave we
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SHORT TERM SCIENTIFIC MISSIONS (STSMs)

TRAINING EVENTS
NEREUS “Cristina Becerra-Castro” Training School - Methods for 

detecting and quantifying antibiotic resistant bacteria and antibiotic 
resistance genes in the environment

Barcelona, Spain
13-15 June, 2016

NEREUS COST Action ES1403 Summer School - Advanced Treatment 
Technologies and Contaminants of Emerging Concern

Porto, Portugal
10-14 July, 2017

NEREUS COST ES1403 Training School  - Uptake of 
microcontaminants by crop plants and ARB&ARGs testing in 

wastewater, soil and plant samples
Nicosia, Cyprus

29 -31 May, 2018 

Total number 
of STSMs: 34

Number of 
sending 
countries: 18

Number of 
hosting 
countries: 13
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> 40 scientific publications in prestigious international
peer-reviewed journals acknowledging the Action, among
them 22 are co-authored by at least 2 Action participants
from 2 different countries involved in the Action)

> 10 Talks (invited/plenary/keynote) of the Action Chair

>20 articles dedicated to the NEREUS COST Action
published in:
• press and online portals
• NORMAN Association Bulletin
• IWA and Water JPI newsletters

> 10 successful collaborative research grants, including:
• H2020-MSCA-ITN-2015/675530 (ANSWER)
• IRGP 45 (South Australian Government Premier’s Research and Industry

Fund, Australian International Research Grant Program)
• ECOSI (UNESCO Programme and Budget for 2014-2015, Major

Programme II, MLA6)
• Bilateral Project Italy-China (2016-2018)
• H2020-MSCA-RISE-2016/734560 (ALICE)
• H2020-SC5-2018-1/820718 (PANIWATER)
• H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018/812574 (REWATERGY)
• H2020-RUR-2018-2020 (SuWaNu Europe)

Contribution to the European Commission initiative of
developing a Legislative Instrument for minimum quality
criteria for the assessment of the reclaimed wastewater
intended for agricultural irrigation and aquifer recharge,
by preparing comprehensive suggestions.
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MEETINGS

1. Barcelona, Spain
7-8 May, 2015

2. Luxembourg, Luxembourg
29-30 October. 2015

3. Valetta, Malta
16-17 March, 2016

4. Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina
19-20 September, 2016

5. Patras, Greece
22-23 March, 2017

6. Vienna, Austria,
14-15 September, 2017

7. Sofia, Bulgaria
22-23 March, 2018

8. Limassol, Cyprus
10 -12 October, 2018

1st BCS meeting - Limassol,
Cyprus, 24-25 April, 2017 

2nd BCS meeting - Belgrade, 
Serbia, 23-24 May, 2018
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NEREUS MAIN SCIENTIFIC OUTCOMES

WG1
Protocol for assessing relative abundance of mobile ARGs in effluents and
downstream environments based on experience being gathered through running
projects

List of the top 10 most prevalent and persistent, and the top 5 most hazardous
ARB&ARGs in treated wastewater and surrounding environment, specifically
focusing on antibiotic resistance genes associated with mobile genetic elements

Guidelines for the analysis of treated wastewater planned to be reused

List of ARB&ARGs to be taken into account for the risk evaluation for
wastewater reuse

White paper on the implications of wastewater reuse on the spread of
ARB&ARGs and adequate measures to minimize adverse impacts

WG2
Evaluation of the impact of agricultural soil on the bioavailability of organic
microcontaminants and heavy metals for uptake by crops

Prioritization of microcontaminants (chemical and biological) and key factors
affecting their uptake process

Crops with highest and lowest potential for contaminants uptake

Predictive models to assess the uptake of organic microcontaminants and
ARB&ARGs by crops

Determination of the daily intake of organic microcontaminants and ARB&ARGs
from irrigated crops with reclaimed waters of different quality

White paper on the uptake and translocation of organic microcontaminants and
ARB&ARGs in crops

WG3
White paper on the existing knowledge with regard to wastewater and biological
hazards
Bioassays able to serve as routine tools for analysis and evaluation of the
efficiency of the various treatment technologies to remove toxicological hazards
and evaluate the quality of the wastewater to be reused (relevant to the reuse
practice)

Harmonized protocols for the mentioned bioassays

WG4
Understanding the contribution of biological processes to antibiotic resistance
spread into the environment

The best available technologies able to minimize the release of
microcontaminants including ARB&ARGs, and biological risk, and fulfill
requirements for a safe reuse as defined in the WGs1,2,3

WG5
List of quality criteria concerning ARB&ARGs and biological risks related to
contaminants of emerging concern

List of parameters to be taken into account for a qualitative risk assessment
framework

List of ‘highly hazardous’ conditions commonly met in wastewater and which
represent a high risk for wastewater reuse
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NEREUS in the web

262 tweets
205 followers
281 likes

185 followers
3709 reads

220 members

202 likes
210 followers
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NEREUS Brochure

Wikipedia page: Wastewater reuse
Link: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wastewater_reuse

A NEREUS Book for Children

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wastewater_reuse
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NEREUS COST Action newsletters (> 60)

NEREUS in the news

FINAL CONFERENCE
http://www.xenowac2018.com/

http://www.xenowac2018.com/
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What is there for 
ME?

FUTURE 
CHALLENGES

WHERE are we 
going next?

IMPACT 
The Action has made a major impact on the enhancement
of sustainable wastewater reuse in light of current
challenges at technological, economical and social level.

Who should be interested?
~ Are you an engineer/chemist/microbiologist?
To help you identify technological solutions that are able to
remove CECs, including antibiotic resistance, from
wastewater.
~ Are you a wastewater manager?
To help you promote further safe wastewater reuse practice
in the framework of sustainable water management.
~ Are you a decision maker?
To help you gather validated scientific information and
ensure the process from policy to regulation.
~ Are you a member of society?
To help you increase the awareness of water pollution and
the benefit of wastewater reuse.

FUTURE CHALLENGES ON WASTEWATER SCENE

To continue sustaining a platform for a systematic
consolidation of data and standardization of methods for
assessing emerging hazards in wastewater reuse practice.
This platform will provide a good baseline for decision
makers in EU Member states, respecting the human
health and environmental protection.

To be continued . . .

Towards a BlueCircleSociety


